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CAPTIVE MINDS YOUR CHANGING BRAND WORLD

“The start of a new year is synonymous with reflection and 
resolutions.  

As an agency we use this time to step back and reassess 
the changing world we live in. It’s an opportunity for us to 
consider some of the challenges our clients may face in the 
year ahead.

So it gives me great pride to share some of our thinking with 
you in the form of this digital booklet. From radical trans-
parency to the gap in data trust, all the topics contained 
within share a common thread about openness, flexibility 
and relevance.

Our observations consolidate our belief in making brands 
human. Belief, trust and strong relationships have always 
been the drivers of sustained progress.

Please enjoy the following thoughts and opinions from our 
team. I hope they provide a useful stimulus to how you see 
your brand’s story being told in future.”

Marcus Chidgey 

CEO

Your Changing
Brand World
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At the end of 2014 Trafigura, one of the 

world’s leading commodity trading firms 

and third largest oil trader, announced it 

will join the Extractive Industries Trans-

parency Initiative and disclose oil-related 

payments. 

Also last year, the G20 committed to 

improving the transparency principles of 

public and private sectors. Young fashion 

brand EverLane - a company actively 

transparent in pricing and production 

processes through their product labelling 

and website - increased sales by 200%.

Three different examples, all embracing 

the emerging world of radical transparency.  

2015 will continue to see the reduction 

of hiding places for brands, companies 

and organisations. Self publication, 

citizen journalism, big data, hacking, 

the Internet of Things; we are living in a 

hyper connected world where privacy is 

not guaranteed, information is captured 

in fine detail and messages are spread 

instantaneously. 

In this landscape it is much harder to 

conceal, and in the business world this 

means it is much harder to make false 

claims. Brands who actively behave 

authentically and transparently will be the 

ones to maintain trust and credibility. 

A rising number of consumers are 

favouring conscientious brands, and apps 

like GoodGuide are giving them more 

easily digestible information with which to 

make their decisions. As it becomes more 

accepted and easier to be a conscientious 

consumer, their numbers will continue 

to increase: everything is pointing in the 

direction of radical transparency and the 

future will belong to those who embrace 

it with open arms. 

Radical Transparency

Gareth Wesley 
Strategy Director

The future will 
belong to brands 
who actively behave 
authentically and 
transparently.

http://eiti.org/
http://eiti.org/
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/1b4ca992-6e80-11e4-a65a-00144feabdc0.html#axzz3LylVycQM
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/1b4ca992-6e80-11e4-a65a-00144feabdc0.html#axzz3LylVycQM
http://www.irishtimes.com/business/economy/g20-accord-focuses-on-shell-firms-as-china-drops-objection-1.2003176
http://www.everlane.com
http://www.everlane.com
http://www.everlane.com
http://www.everlane.com
http://www.crn.com/slide-shows/applications-os/300075070/the-10-coolest-big-data-products-of-2014.htm
http://www.theguardian.com/film/2014/dec/10/sony-hack-eamils-angelina-jolie-scott-rudin-amy-pascal-david-fincher
http://www.wired.co.uk/internet-of-things
http://www.goodguide.com/
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Immersive technology has historically 

meant placing the user into a seemingly 

real world scenario and innovations 

like Occulus Rift are taking this to new 

heights. 

To date, the added value has been in 

creating worlds; the next step is using 

immersive technologies to seamlessly 

heighten real world experiences,  

enhancing audience engagement.

Audience photos and tweets are  

curated and played out at events now 

as standard, yet this is just the tip of the 

iceberg. 2014 saw audiences crowd-

sourced to determine event content, the 

continued development of interactive 

shop windows, and iBeacon used not only 

to deliver exclusive access - as Master-

Card did earlier this year at an event 

in Brooklyn - but as a device to deliver 

content. 

Looking further forward, developments  

in conductive ink technologies could 

enable virtually anything to be touch 

interactive. Beck’s playable poster is 

just the start of this particular journey 

whilst the inevitable rise of wearable 

tech, despite the stuttering of Google 

Glass, will push augmented reality into  

the mainstream.    

Amongst all this innovation the opportu-

nity to maximise experiential marketing, 

from event sponsorship to retail sites, 

has never been more exciting. The 

challenge will continue to be the ability 

of companies to place technology at the 

heart of creative storytelling that informs 

and inspires; those that do will build a 

bond with their audience and drive their 

engagement.

The next step is 
using immersive 
technologies 
to seamlessly 
heighten real world 
experiences.

Julian Staveley 
Client Services Director

Experiential Technology

http://www.abcnews.go.com/Technology/oculus-rift-british-columbia-lures-tourists-virtual-reality/story?id=27477478
http://www.abcnews.go.com/Technology/oculus-rift-british-columbia-lures-tourists-virtual-reality/story?id=27477478
http://www.eventindustrynews.co.uk/event-technology-news/event-tech-live-launches-vote-crowdsource-content/
http://www.eventindustrynews.co.uk/event-technology-news/event-tech-live-launches-vote-crowdsource-content/
http://www.marketingmagazine.co.uk/article/1320058/burberry-goes-interactive-printemps-christmas-window-display
http://www.marketingmagazine.co.uk/article/1320058/burberry-goes-interactive-printemps-christmas-window-display
http://www.fastcocreate.com/3032050/mastercard-brings-ibeacons-to-brooklyns-northside-festival
http://www.inc.com/issie-lapowsky/alex-ani-bet-on-ibeacon.html
http://www.inc.com/issie-lapowsky/alex-ani-bet-on-ibeacon.html
http://youtu.be/EAtpwfWeUfY
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/google/11264764/Is-Google-Glass-doomed.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/google/11264764/Is-Google-Glass-doomed.html
http://www.fromaway.com/sponsored/like-tequila-itself-jose-cuervos-new-app-augments-reality
http://www.fromaway.com/sponsored/like-tequila-itself-jose-cuervos-new-app-augments-reality
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In May 2014 the New York Times 

revealed that only a third of its web 

users visited its homepage, to which the 

internet proclaimed “the homepage is 

dead!” 

Whilst this may or may not be true, and is 

discussed further in our trend Contextual 
Responsiveness, the wider question is on 

the changing role of websites in delivering 

information.  

As people move towards consumption 

formats that are more aggregated and 

consistent, the role of the website in 

delivering information is being diminished. 

Smarter search engine and social media 

platforms, richer and more flexible digital 

media advertising formats, and content 

aggregators like Flipboard, Newsy and 

Buzzfeed are all driving a shift in users 

consuming information away from the 

host site. Recently, even purchasing can 

be done through Instagram with no brand 

interaction at all. 

The delivery of content and interaction 

is being set free from conventional web 

design.

The website should, at the very least, no 

longer be considered the home-base of a 

content strategy, but rather a key player 

in a squadron of platforms delivering 

content. The future opportunity lies 

in developing websites set free from 

being information driven, that generate 

stronger emotional connections with a 

brand’s audience. Connections that are 

ultimately more poignant and shareable.

The delivery 
of content and 
interaction is  
being set free  
from conventional 
web design.

Simon Baird 
Creative Director

The Decentralisation  
of Content

http://www.qz.com/209950/the-homepage-is-dead-and-the-social-web-has-won-even-at-the-new-york-times/
http://www.qz.com/209950/the-homepage-is-dead-and-the-social-web-has-won-even-at-the-new-york-times/
http://www.richmediagallery.com/galleryDetail/?id=36098
http://www.richmediagallery.com/galleryDetail/?id=36098
http://www.forbes.com/sites/clareoconnor/2014/08/28/buy-what-you-like-you-can-now-shop-straight-from-instagram/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/clareoconnor/2014/08/28/buy-what-you-like-you-can-now-shop-straight-from-instagram/
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‘What is gamer gate?’ was the sixth most 

asked ‘what is’ question on Google in the 

US during 2014. A continuing controversy 

that exploded on Twitter surrounding 

misogyny, harassment and ethics in 

video game culture, ‘gamer gate’ was still 

generating a massive 316,669 tweets in a 

72-hour period, two months after it first 

erupted. 

More recently, it has becoming famous for 

demonstrating the continued difficulty in 

accurately measuring sentiment. 

Newsweek enlisted a sentiment analysis 

agency to unravel the social conversation 

surrounding gamer gate and reported 

that 90 per cent was neither positive 

or negative (a red flag given the heat of 

the discussion) whilst in response, other 

analysis conducted showed that 90-95 

per cent did in fact take a clear side. A 

vast discrepancy between sources who 

must surely have methods of analysis they 

trust?

Happily, I believe 2015 will prove a 

watershed year in being able to rely on 

sentiment analysis.

In 2014 Hootsuite purchased and 

integrated analytics start-up uberVu, as 

well as purchasing social voice technology 

start-up Zeetl, raising $60m in financing 

and following on from $165m a year ago. 

Meanwhile, the Stanford professor who 

claimed to have solved true sentiment 

analysis in 2013 was recently unveiled 

as part of a new deep learning start-up, 

MetaMind, that just raised $8m including 

funding from VC leaders, Khosla Ven-

tures. In addition, Twitter revamped its 

advanced search to facilitate searching 

all historical tweets, and Facebook rolled 

out its graph search functionality onto its 

mobile app. 

All of these point to a far better under-

standing of brand perception.

This is an exciting time in social media, 

where the work of key players like 

Hootsuite could soon take us beyond a 

binary thumbs up/thumbs down view of 

public opinion, gaining a real qualitative 

measure of social success. 

Social media will move from being simple 

quantitative data and shallow demograph-

ics indicators, to become a pivotal KPI 

mapped against all our activity – online 

and offline – with real-time response, 

global reach and a true understanding of 

our audience as humans, not numbers.

Social media analytics will soon give a true understanding  
of your audience as humans, not numbers.

Sarah Little 
Social Media Manager

Social Sentiment As featured in PR Week

http://www.polygon.com/2014/12/16/7401097/flappy-bird-gamergate-destiny-google-top-searches
http://www.polygon.com/2014/12/16/7401097/flappy-bird-gamergate-destiny-google-top-searches
http://www.newsweek.com/gamergate-about-media-ethics-or-harassing-women-harassment-data-show-279736
http://www.newsweek.com/gamergate-about-media-ethics-or-harassing-women-harassment-data-show-279736
https://medium.com/message/72-hours-of-gamergate-e00513f7cf5d
https://medium.com/message/72-hours-of-gamergate-e00513f7cf5d
http://www.zdnet.com/article/hootsuite-rolls-out-analytics-dashboard-ubervu/
http://www.zdnet.com/article/hootsuite-rolls-out-analytics-dashboard-ubervu/
http://www.thedrum.com/news/2014/09/25/hootsuite-plans-new-voice-feature-acquisition-social-telephony-platform-zeetl
http://www.thedrum.com/news/2014/09/25/hootsuite-plans-new-voice-feature-acquisition-social-telephony-platform-zeetl
http://nlp.stanford.edu/sentiment/
http://nlp.stanford.edu/sentiment/
http://venturebeat.com/2014/12/05/metamind-launch/
http://www.digitaltrends.com/social-media/search-every-public-tweet-sent-since-2006/
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EXPIRES:6/2017 CVC2905 NINO:KT563689A FAVORITECOLOR:GREEN OCCUPATION:PUBLICRELATIONSREPRESENTATIVE COMPANY:PROSTAR WEBSITE:RELOCATIONANALYST.CO.UK VEHICLE:1999HONDAINSIGHT 
UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z1956320167294247 BLOODTYPE:O+ WEIGHT:144.1POUNDS(65.5KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’5”(166CENTIMETERS) GUID:DC4AC5BB-7AC3-47ED-A6C5-44AB54FCD37C GEOCOORDINATES:52.795319,-1.733629 
MOLLIECAMERON 52BALDOCKSTREET NEWTONTRACEY EX314HP PHONE:07087923484 EMAILADDRESS:MOLLIECAMERON@DAYREP.COM USERNAME:SOMENCT PASSWORD:JAI8DOHC MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:ROBERTS 
BIRTHDAY:APRIL2,1989(25YEARSOLD) VISA:4916934886930416 EXPIRES:2/2019 CVV2465 NINO:PG292287 FAVORITECOLOR:RED OCCUPATION:ORGANIZATIONALDEVELOPMENTCONSULTANT COMPANY:HUFFMANANDBOYLE 
WEBSITE:PODCRYPT.CO.UK VEHICLE:2003TVRSAGARIS UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1ZW831059893640287 BLOODTYPE:B+ WEIGHT:163.0POUNDS(74.1KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’2”(158CENTIMETERS) GUID:4CA851A1-900B-4B02-826F-
5E67539CAB24 GEOCOORDINATES:50.626308,-3.615412 ELLAMANN 73FORDHAMRD HAILE CA229TN PHONE:07886284733 EMAILADDRESS:ELLAMANN@TELEWORM.US USERNAME:HIMINGUIAND PASSWORD:EAYIE6OOYACH 
MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:STOKES BIRTHDAY:SEPTEMBER9,1976(38YEARSOLD) MASTERCARD:5164764556056408 EXPIRES:9/2015 CVC2739 NINO:OR616621D FAVORITECOLOR:GREEN OCCUPATION:MEDICALSECRETARY 
COMPANY:THALHIMERS WEBSITE:HOTTESTLAWYERS.CO.UK VEHICLE:1996DAEWOOBROUGHAM UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z96F9996977771179 BLOODTYPE:A+ WEIIGHT:167.9POUNDS (76.3KILOGRAMS) VISA:4916472862709066 
HEIGHT:5’2”(158CENTIMETERS) GUID:A5030883-18F1-42F0-9485-1AC3BDE84C46 GEOCOORDINATES:54.465763,-3.642054 TEGANMACDONALD 74CLASPERWAY HIDCOTEBOYCE GL553HN PHONE:07863689205 
EMAILADDRESS:TEGANMACDONALD@RHYTA.COM USERNAME:FLENLY PASSWORD:AHZ6AHNEI MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:REYNOLDS BIRTHDAY:SEPTEMBER17,1937(77YEARSOLD) MASTERCARD:5359262304116017 
EXPIRES:12/2015 CVC2650 NINO:CR686733B FAVORITECOLOR:GREEN OCCUPATION:INDUSTRIALHYGIENIST COMPANY:ACUSERV WEBSITE:PRIMARYPLANS.CO.UK VEHICLE:1998MITSUBISHIVERADA VISA:4916472862709066 
UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z6594A11202125286 BLOODTYPE:AB+ WEIGHT:160.8POUNDS(73.1KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:4’11”(151CENTIMETERS) GUID:9042353A-BF52-4091-963D-0219CAA5EE36 GEOCOORDINATES:52.085259,-1.766323 
DAVIDRICHARDS 3OLDEDINBURGHROAD BELTINGE CT61QP PHONE:07737809085 EMAILADDRESS:DAVIDRICHARDS@ARMYSPY.COM USERNAME:HINDING1992 PASSWORD:PAITO9IEX2R MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:SAUNDERS 
BIRTHDAY:AUGUST2,1992(22YEARSOLD) MASTERCARD:5461565824556560 EXPIRES:8/2017 CVC2766 NINO:XT062424 FAVORITECOLOR:RED OCCUPATION:EXTRUDINGANDFORMINGMACHINESETTER COMPANY:BUGLEBOY 
WEBSITE:PLAYERSEXPO.CO.UK VEHICLE:2000TATAE UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z1550140138498355 BLOODTYPE:O+ WEIGHT:184.6POUNDS(83.9KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:6’1”(186CENTIMETERS) GUID:7E43CD42-B9C8-4B77-95E2-
1E9E7EA31D5B GEOCOORDINATES:51.396594,1.137931 RHYSHAMMOND 71CUNNERYRD MAESYBONT SA142GS PHONE:07001941895 EMAILADDRESS:RHYSHAMMOND@DAYREP.COM USERNAME:CRIST1995 
PASSWORD:QUIEBIA9EERI3 MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:STANLEY BIRTHDAY:MARCH31,1995(19YEARSOLD) VISA:4929399107053288 EXPIRES:9/2019 CVV2705 NINO:ZJ439157 FAVORITECOLOR:PURPLE VISA:4916472862709066 
OCCUPATION:STAFFDEVELOPMENTDIRECTOR COMPANY:SERVICEMERCHANDISE WEBSITE:RUGTYPES.CO.UK VEHICLE:2010MAZDA6 UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z92937Y6247814347 BLOODTYPE:O+ VISA:4916472862709066 
WEIGHT:215.2POUNDS(97.8KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’9”(174CENTIMETERS) GUID:F6447A5A-CE95-4C93-A044-F67D1F267813 GEOCOORDINATES:51.562503,-3.635051 SOFIAWHITE 25SEAFIELDPLACE FOURMILEBRIDGE LL658TU 
PHONE:07755866518 EMAILADDRESS:SOFIAWHITE@JOURRAPIDE.COM USERNAME:TREADEVENT PASSWORD:TA6RE7IE MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:GRIFFITHS BIRTHDAY:AUGUST18,1972(42YEARSOLD) VISA:4532706997586939 
EXPIRES:1/2016 CVV2811 NINO:SY972831D FAVORITECOLOR:ORANGE OCCUPATION:VIOLINREPAIRER COMPANY:AUTOPALACE WEBSITE:INSTALLWIFI.CO.UK VEHICLE:2010OPELCORSA UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z2193412366600120 
BLOODTYPE:A+ WEIGHT:159.9POUNDS(72.7KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’2”(158CENTIMETERS) GUID:BFB59FA5-D2AE-4435-B525-7E0AF9CA176F GEOCOORDINATES:52.951939,-4.36841 ADAJ.TOWNSEND 4933JOHNSONSTREET 
BENSON,NC27504 PHONE:919-902-6751 EMAILADDRESS:ADAJTOWNSEND@JOURRAPIDE.COM USERNAME:HISPOSSIOND70 PASSWORD:QUEUSHUU3D MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:BUFORD BIRTHDAY:JUNE30,1970(44YEARSOLD) 
MASTERCARD:5364702403839061 EXPIRES:9/2019 CVC2157 SSN:682-03-XXXX FAVORITECOLOR:GREEN OCCUPATION:PROMOTER COMPANY:AUTOPALACE WEBSITE:PATENTPANEL.COM VEHICLE:2000MAZDAPROTEGE 
UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z12E11W6408893653 BLOODTYPE:O- WEIGHT:140.6POUNDS(63.9KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’3”(159CENTIMETERS) GUID:CDBC08ED-08A7-4BCD-A120-9753FDA7AF81 GEOCOORDINATES:35.496711,-78.483533 
DANIELA.STARK 497POOHBEARLANE BOILINGSPRINGS,SC29349 PHONE:864-814-2840 EMAILADDRESS:DANIELASTARK@DAYREP.COM USERNAME:CAROO1995 PASSWORD:RAI4THID MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:LEWANDOWSKI 
BIRTHDAY:MARCH2,1995(19YEARSOLD) MASTERCARD:5454685070306384 EXPIRES:12/2016 CVC2877 SSN:657-22-XXXX FAVORITECOLOR:PURPLE OCCUPATION:EXECUTIVEADMINISTRATIVEASSISTANT COMPANY:NICKERSONFARMS 
WEBSITE:CARDCRITERIA.COM VEHICLE:2005FORDC-MAX UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z5667562212537685 BLOODTYPE:B+ WEIGHT:209.9POUNDS(95.4KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:6’0”(182CENTIMETERS) GUID:A760AC91-8663-4663-9813-
B3CE4383FF8C G
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CAPTIVE MINDS YOUR CHANGING BRAND WORLD

The profile of data is rising fast and 

showing no signs of slowing down.  

2014 saw numerous high profile hacking 

scandals, leaks and technical glitches, 

with even companies like Apple, Snap-

chat, UPS and Sony not beyond reach. 

This has come at a time when brands are 

increasing their use and reliance on data, 

in order to develop and enable product 

propositions and deliver more effective 

marketing campaigns. The combined 

effect of this increased profile? Expect 

your reputation for looking after a 

consumer’s data to start affecting their 

decision to do business with you. 

Two reports released in 2014, from 

IPSOS and the Pew Research Centre, 

highlighted that most institutions are 

trusted less with data than they are in 

general. The reports also pointed out 

that a large percentage of customers 

are still insecure about using online 

services, with a staggering 91% feeling 

that consumers have lost control over 

how information is collected and used  

by companies. 

2015 will need to be the year you  

actively start reassuring consumers that 

your brand has their best interests at 

heart when using their personal data, and 

that you are equipped to act upon these 

intentions. On the public agenda is usage 

creep, privacy, lack of personal benefit 

and loss of data, for which the hacking 

scandals will only have reaffirmed fears. 

The way a brand looks after personal data 

will implicitly influence how trusted they 

are on a wider brand level. 

A generic 40 page privacy policy won’t 

cut it anymore. 2014 was not the year 

of increasing attention spans, mass 

legal training and opening up of free 

time! The challenge for brands will be 

in taking the same open communication 

currently employed in other strands of 

their customer-company relationship, and 

applying them to the topic of data usage 

and security. The brands that get this 

right will access one of the most sought 

after competitive advantages going: trust.

The challenge for 
brands will be in 
taking the same 
open communication 
currently employed in 
other strands of the 
customer-company 
relationship, and 
applying them to the 
topic of data usage 
and security.

Jacques Viljoen 
PR Manager

Their Data, 
Your Reputation

COMPANY:BUILDERSEMPORIUM WEBSITE:BLOGGERROOM.CO.UK VEHICLE:2003FORDEXCURSION UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z10E8179951456302 BLOODTYPE:O+ WEIGHT:164.3POUNDS(74.7KILOGRAMS) 
HEIGHT:6’2”(187CENTIMETERS) GUID:8835110A-1B1E-4F44-8BB3-8A4728A065E7 GEOCOORDINATES:55.209265,-3.997005 ALEXANDERWINTER 60GREATWESTERNROAD LONGFORD DE60ND PHONE:07066025442 
EMAILADDRESS:ALEXANDERWINTER@ARMYSPY.COM USERNAME:SUFFEAKED PASSWORD:OHWEENG0IE MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:ASHTON BIRTHDAY:DECEMBER7,1950(64YEARSOLD) MASTERCARD:5190233803505169 
EXPIRES:6/2017 CVC2905 NINO:KT563689A FAVORITECOLOR:GREEN OCCUPATION:PUBLICRELATIONSREPRESENTATIVE COMPANY:PROSTAR WEBSITE:RELOCATIONANALYST.CO.UK VEHICLE:1999HONDAINSIGHT 
UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z1956320167294247 BLOODTYPE:O+ WEIGHT:144.1POUNDS(65.5KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’5”(166CENTIMETERS) GUID:DC4AC5BB-7AC3-47ED-A6C5-44AB54FCD37C GEOCOORDINATES:52.795319,-1.733629 
MOLLIECAMERON 52BALDOCKSTREET NEWTONTRACEY EX314HP PHONE:07087923484 EMAILADDRESS:MOLLIECAMERON@DAYREP.COM USERNAME:SOMENCT PASSWORD:JAI8DOHC MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:ROBERTS 
BIRTHDAY:APRIL2,1989(25YEARSOLD) VISA:4916934886930416 EXPIRES:2/2019 CVV2465 NINO:PG292287 FAVORITECOLOR:RED OCCUPATION:ORGANIZATIONALDEVELOPMENTCONSULTANT COMPANY:HUFFMANANDBOYLE 
WEBSITE:PODCRYPT.CO.UK VEHICLE:2003TVRSAGARIS UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1ZW831059893640287 BLOODTYPE:B+ WEIGHT:163.0POUNDS(74.1KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’2”(158CENTIMETERS) GUID:4CA851A1-900B-4B02-826F-
5E67539CAB24 GEOCOORDINATES:50.626308,-3.615412 ELLAMANN 73FORDHAMRD HAILE CA229TN PHONE:07886284733 EMAILADDRESS:ELLAMANN@TELEWORM.US USERNAME:HIMINGUIAND PASSWORD:EAYIE6OOYACH 
MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:STOKES BIRTHDAY:SEPTEMBER9,1976(38YEARSOLD) MASTERCARD:5164764556056408 EXPIRES:9/2015 CVC2739 NINO:OR616621D FAVORITECOLOR:GREEN OCCUPATION:MEDICALSECRETARY 
COMPANY:THALHIMERS WEBSITE:HOTTESTLAWYERS.CO.UK VEHICLE:1996DAEWOOBROUGHAM UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z96F9996977771179 BLOODTYPE:A+ WEIGHT:167.9POUNDS(76.3KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’2”(158CENTIMETERS) 
GUID:A5030883-18F1-42F0-9485-1AC3BDE84C46 GEOCOORDINATES:54.465763,-3.642054 TEGANMACDONALD 74CLASPERWAY HIDCOTEBOYCE GL553HN PHONE:07863689205 EMAILADDRESS:TEGANMACDONALD@RHYTA.COM 
USERNAME:FLENLY PASSWORD:AHZ6AHNEI MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:REYNOLDS BIRTHDAY:SEPTEMBER17,1937(77YEARSOLD) MASTERCARD:5359262304116017 EXPIRES:12/2015 CVC2650 NINO:CR686733B 
FAVORITECOLOR:GREEN OCCUPATION:INDUSTRIALHYGIENIST COMPANY:ACUSERV WEBSITE:PRIMARYPLANS.CO.UK VEHICLE:1998MITSUBISHIVERADA UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z6594A11202125286 BLOODTYPE:AB+ 
WEIGHT:160.8POUNDS(73.1KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:4’11”(151CENTIMETERS) GUID:9042353A-BF52-4091-963D-0219CAA5EE36 GEOCOORDINATES:52.085259,-1.766323 DAVIDRICHARDS 3OLDEDINBURGHROAD BELTINGE CT61QP 
PHONE:07737809085 EMAILADDRESS:DAVIDRICHARDS@ARMYSPY.COM USERNAME:HINDING1992 PASSWORD:PAITO9IEX2R MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:SAUNDERS BIRTHDAY:AUGUST2,1992(22YEARSOLD) 
MASTERCARD:5461565824556560 EXPIRES:8/2017 CVC2766 NINO:XT062424 FAVORITECOLOR:RED OCCUPATION:EXTRUDINGANDFORMINGMACHINESETTER COMPANY:BUGLEBOY WEBSITE:PLAYERSEXPO.CO.UK 
VEHICLE:2000TATAE UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z1550140138498355 BLOODTYPE:O+ WEIGHT:184.6POUNDS(83.9KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:6’1”(186CENTIMETERS) GUID:7E43CD42-B9C8-4B77-95E2-1E9E7EA31D5B 
GEOCOORDINATES:51.396594,1.137931 RHYSHAMMOND 71CUNNERYRD MAESYBONT SA142GS PHONE:07001941895 EMAILADDRESS:RHYSHAMMOND@DAYREP.COM USERNAME:CRIST1995 PASSWORD:QUIEBIA9EERI3 
MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:STANLEY BIRTHDAY:MARCH31,1995(19YEARSOLD) VISA:4929399107053288 EXPIRES:9/2019 CVV2705 NINO:ZJ439157 FAVORITECOLOR:PURPLE OCCUPATION:STAFFDEVELOPMENTDIRECTOR 
COMPANY:SERVICEMERCHANDISE WEBSITE:RUGTYPES.CO.UK VEHICLE:2010MAZDA6 UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z92937Y6247814347 BLOODTYPE:O+ WEIGHT:215.2POUNDS(97.8KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’9”(174CENTIMETERS) 
GUID:F6447A5A-CE95-4C93-A044-F67D1F267813 GEOCOORDINATES:51.562503,-3.635051 SOFIAWHITE 25SEAFIELDPLACE FOURMILEBRIDGE LL658TU PHONE:07755866518 EMAILADDRESS:SOFIAWHITE@JOURRAPIDE.COM 
USERNAME:TREADEVENT PASSWORD:TA6RE7IE MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:GRIFFITHS BIRTHDAY:AUGUST18,1972(42YEARSOLD) VISA:4532706997586939 EXPIRES:1/2016 CVV2811 NINO:SY972831D FAVORITECOLOR:ORANGE 
OCCUPATION:VIOLINREPAIRER COMPANY: AUTOPALACE WEBSITE: INSTALLWIFI.CO.UK VEHICLE: 2010O PELCORSA UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z2193412366600120 BLOODTYPE:A+ WEIGHT:159.9POUNDS(72.7KILOGRAMS) 
HEIGHT:5’2”(158CENTIMETERS) GUID:BFB59FA5-D2AE-4435-B525-7E0AF9CA176F GEOCOORDINATES:52.951939,-4.36841 ADAJ.TOWNSEND 4933JOHNSONSTREET BENSON,NC27504 PHONE:919-902-6751 
EMAILADDRESS:ADAJTOWNSEND@JOURRAPIDE.COM USERNAME:HISPOSSIOND70 PASSWORD:QUEUSHUU3D MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:BUFORD BIRTHDAY:JUNE30,1970(44YEARSOLD) MASTERCARD:5364702403839061 
EXPIRES:9/2019 CVC2157 SSN:682-03-XXXX FAVORITECOLOR:GREEN OCCUPATION:PROMOTER COMPANY:AUTOPALACE WEBSITE:PATENTPANEL.COM VEHICLE:2000MAZDAPROTEGE UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z12E11W6408893653 
BLOODTYPE:O- WEIGHT:140.6POUNDS(63.9KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’3”(159CENTIMETERS) GUID:CDBC08ED-08A7-4BCD-A120-9753FDA7AF81 GEOCOORDINATES:35.496711,-78.483533 DANIELA.STARK 497POOHBEARLANE 
BOILINGSPRINGS,SC29349 PHONE:864-814-2840 EMAILADDRESS:DANIELASTARK@DAYREP.COM USERNAME:CAROO1995 PASSWORD:RAI4THID MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:LEWANDOWSKI BIRTHDAY:MARCH2,1995(19YEARSOLD) 
MASTERCARD:5454685070306384 EXPIRES:12/2016 CVC2877 SSN:657-22-XXXX FAVORITECOLOR:PURPLE OCCUPATION:EXECUTIVEADMINISTRATIVEASSISTANT COMPANY:NICKERSONFARMS WEBSITE:CARDCRITERIA.COM 
VEHICLE:2005FORDC-MAX UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z5667562212537685 BLOODTYPE:B+ WEIGHT:209.9POUNDS(95.4KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:6’0”(182CENTIMETERS) GUID:A760AC91-8663-4663-9813-B3CE4383FF8C 
GEOCOORDINATES:35.104129,-81.942839 MASONMANNING 19CROWNSTREET LONDON SW179JT PHONE:07908488646 EMAILADDRESS:MASONMANNING@DAYREP.COM USERNAME:WAAKING39 PASSWORD:ID7EETHOMAH 
MAIDENNAME:HOWELL BIRTHDAY: JANUARY4, 1939 (75YEARSOLD) MASTERCARD:5489645613236836 THEIR EXPIRES:12/2019 CVC2497 NINO:AN671419B FAVORITECOLOR:BLUE OCCUPATION:TOOLSHARPENER COMPANY:NETCORE 
WEBSITE:SEARCHINGPAYS.CO.UK VEHICLE:1998TOYOTATRACKINGNUMBER:1Z3E287F8582173769 BLOODTYPE:A+ WEIGHT:196.2POUNDS(89.2KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’5”(164CENTIMETERS) GUID:3AEE2501-B47E-47A6-A9A9-
BCF7791BE035 GEOCOORDINATES:51.456947,-0.141369 ALICEFARMER 1MOULTONROAD GUBBERGILL CA194YS PHONE: 07955734703 EMAILADDRESS:ALICEFARMER@ARDATA,MYSPY.COM USERNAME:HALRE 
1991BEO61Z3E2871Z3E287CO3KU MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:NEWMAN BIRTHDAY:DECEMBER14,1991(23YEARSOLD) DATA, VISA:4532556082767245 EXPIRES:3/2018 CVV2811 NINO:AX527486A FAVORITECOLOR:BLACK 
OCCUPATION:BEHAVIORALDISORDERCOUNSELOR COMPANY:TWINFOOD STORES WEBSITE:POSHAPARTMENTS.CO.UK VEHICLE:1992LOTUSESPRIT UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1ZF12V254501797329 BLOODTYPE:O+ 
WEIGHT:192.3POUNDS(87.4KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’5”(165CENTIMETERS) GUID:EE0AF3F6-8795-4D7F-8DFD-1BDF9BFFF3AF GEOCOORDINATES:54.308-3335,.414523 TILLY KAY 96MALCOLMRD LLANGADWALADR  LL627RS 191035 
EMAILADDRESS: 7F931F63 TILLYKAY@ARMYSPY.COM USERNAME:SPICIONLY PASSWORD:AENEOXAI1 YOUR MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:WADE BIRTHDAY:AUGUST21,1933(81YEARSOLD) VISA:4916472862709066 EXPIRES:10/2015 
CVV2137 NINO:SE973772 FAVORITECOLOR:BROWN OCCUPATION:INSIDEWIREINSTALLER COMPANY:PRICESAVERS WEBSITE:CHEATERSANONYMOUS.CO.UK VEHICLE:1999BUGATTIEB18-3CHIRON VISA:4916472862709066 
UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z4729944379596493 BLOODTYPE:AB+ WEIGHT:173.8POUNDS(79.0KILOGRAMS) PROFILE HEIGHT:5’2”(157CENTIMETERS) GUID:03764E74-9F23-4173-9929-C776A58FD586 PASSWORD:EAYIE6OOYACH 
GEOCOORDINATES: 7F931F63 YASMINRICHARDSON 54EASTBOURNERD COLE BA104AS PHONE:07805745028 REPUTATION. EMAILADDRESS:YASMINRICHARDSON@TELEWORM.US USERNAME:FIENING PASSWORD:MAEW2HOHQU 
MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:HOLMES BIRTHDAY:SEPTEMBER19,1992(22YEARSOLD) MASTERCARD:5139324998321415 EXPIRES:10/2016 CVC2001 NINO:KW605479B FAVORITECOLOR:GREEN OCCUPATION:LAWYER 
COMPANY:MANNING’SCAFETERIAS WEBSITE:CANINETAGS.CO.UK VEHICLE:2008OPELASTRA UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z90E3243567382578 BLOODTYPE:A+ WEIGHT:135.5POUNDS(61.6KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’8”(173CENTIMETERS) 
UID:7F931F63-A23B-414E-A854-66BDF4DC45BF GEOCOORDINATES:51.042163,-2.507843 HARRYWHITEHOUSE 87PARKPLACE CASTLEFAIRN DG38UR PHONE:07043326944 EMAILADDRESS:HARRYWHITEHOUSE@JOURRAPIDE.COM 
USERNAME:FRAGEND PASSWORD:YOHC7IENG MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:ROWLEY BIRTHDAY:OCTOBER5,1974(40YEARSOLD) VISA:4716613998181157 EXPIRES:3/2017 CVV2595 NINO:OH265369A FAVORITECOLOR:GREEN 
OCCUPATION:WINCHOPERATOR COMPANY:BUILDERSEMPORIUM WEBSITE:BLOGGERROOM.CO.UK VEHICLE:2003FORDEXCURSION UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z10E8179951456302 LOODTYPE:O+WEIGHT:164.3OUNDS(74.7KILOGRAMS) 
HEIGHT:6’2”(187CENTIMETERS) GUID:8835110A-1B1E-4F44-8BB3-8A4728A065E7 GEOCOORDINATES:55.209265,-3.997005 ALEXANDERWINTER 60GREATWESTERNROAD LONGFORD DE60ND PHONE:07066025442 
EMAILADDRESS:ALEXANDERWINTER@ARMYSPY.COM USERNAME:SUFFEAKED PASSWORD:OHWEENG0IE MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:ASHTON BIRTHDAY:DECEMBER7,1950(64YEARSOLD) MASTERCARD:5190233803505169 
EXPIRES:6/2017 CVC2905 NINO:KT563689A FAVORITECOLOR:GREEN OCCUPATION:PUBLICRELATIONSREPRESENTATIVE COMPANY:PROSTAR WEBSITE:RELOCATIONANALYST.CO.UK VEHICLE:1999HONDAINSIGHT 
UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z1956320167294247 BLOODTYPE:O+ WEIGHT:144.1POUNDS(65.5KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’5”(166CENTIMETERS) GUID:DC4AC5BB-7AC3-47ED-A6C5-44AB54FCD37C GEOCOORDINATES:52.795319,-1.733629 
MOLLIECAMERON 52BALDOCKSTREET NEWTONTRACEY EX314HP PHONE:07087923484 EMAILADDRESS:MOLLIECAMERON@DAYREP.COM USERNAME:SOMENCT PASSWORD:JAI8DOHC MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:ROBERTS 
BIRTHDAY:APRIL2,1989(25YEARSOLD) VISA:4916934886930416 EXPIRES:2/2019 CVV2465 NINO:PG292287 FAVORITECOLOR:RED OCCUPATION:ORGANIZATIONALDEVELOPMENTCONSULTANT COMPANY:HUFFMANANDBOYLE 
WEBSITE:PODCRYPT.CO.UK VEHICLE:2003TVRSAGARIS UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1ZW831059893640287 BLOODTYPE:B+ WEIGHT:163.0POUNDS(74.1KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’2”(158CENTIMETERS) GUID:4CA851A1-900B-4B02-826F-
5E67539CAB24 GEOCOORDINATES:50.626308,-3.615412 ELLAMANN 73FORDHAMRD HAILE CA229TN PHONE:07886284733 EMAILADDRESS:ELLAMANN@TELEWORM.US USERNAME:HIMINGUIAND PASSWORD:EAYIE6OOYACH 
MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:STOKES BIRTHDAY:SEPTEMBER9,1976(38YEARSOLD) MASTERCARD:5164764556056408 EXPIRES:9/2015 CVC2739 NINO:OR616621D FAVORITECOLOR:GREEN OCCUPATION:MEDICALSECRETARY 
COMPANY:THALHIMERS WEBSITE:HOTTESTLAWYERS.CO.UK VEHICLE:1996DAEWOOBROUGHAM UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z96F9996977771179 BLOODTYPE:A+ WEIIGHT:167.9POUNDS (76.3KILOGRAMS) VISA:4916472862709066 
HEIGHT:5’2”(158CENTIMETERS) GUID:A5030883-18F1-42F0-9485-1AC3BDE84C46 GEOCOORDINATES:54.465763,-3.642054 TEGANMACDONALD 74CLASPERWAY HIDCOTEBOYCE GL553HN PHONE:07863689205 
EMAILADDRESS:TEGANMACDONALD@RHYTA.COM USERNAME:FLENLY PASSWORD:AHZ6AHNEI MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:REYNOLDS BIRTHDAY:SEPTEMBER17,1937(77YEARSOLD) MASTERCARD:5359262304116017 
EXPIRES:12/2015 CVC2650 NINO:CR686733B FAVORITECOLOR:GREEN OCCUPATION:INDUSTRIALHYGIENIST COMPANY:ACUSERV WEBSITE:PRIMARYPLANS.CO.UK VEHICLE:1998MITSUBISHIVERADA VISA:4916472862709066 
UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z6594A11202125286 BLOODTYPE:AB+ WEIGHT:160.8POUNDS(73.1KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:4’11”(151CENTIMETERS) GUID:9042353A-BF52-4091-963D-0219CAA5EE36 GEOCOORDINATES:52.085259,-1.766323 
DAVIDRICHARDS 3OLDEDINBURGHROAD BELTINGE CT61QP PHONE:07737809085 EMAILADDRESS:DAVIDRICHARDS@ARMYSPY.COM USERNAME:HINDING1992 PASSWORD:PAITO9IEX2R MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:SAUNDERS 
BIRTHDAY:AUGUST2,1992(22YEARSOLD) MASTERCARD:5461565824556560 EXPIRES:8/2017 CVC2766 NINO:XT062424 FAVORITECOLOR:RED OCCUPATION:EXTRUDINGANDFORMINGMACHINESETTER COMPANY:BUGLEBOY 
WEBSITE:PLAYERSEXPO.CO.UK VEHICLE:2000TATAE UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z1550140138498355 BLOODTYPE:O+ WEIGHT:184.6POUNDS(83.9KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:6’1”(186CENTIMETERS) GUID:7E43CD42-B9C8-4B77-95E2-
1E9E7EA31D5B GEOCOORDINATES:51.396594,1.137931 RHYSHAMMOND 71CUNNERYRD MAESYBONT SA142GS PHONE:07001941895 EMAILADDRESS:RHYSHAMMOND@DAYREP.COM USERNAME:CRIST1995 
PASSWORD:QUIEBIA9EERI3 MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:STANLEY BIRTHDAY:MARCH31,1995(19YEARSOLD) VISA:4929399107053288 EXPIRES:9/2019 CVV2705 NINO:ZJ439157 FAVORITECOLOR:PURPLE VISA:4916472862709066 
OCCUPATION:STAFFDEVELOPMENTDIRECTOR COMPANY:SERVICEMERCHANDISE WEBSITE:RUGTYPES.CO.UK VEHICLE:2010MAZDA6 UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z92937Y6247814347 BLOODTYPE:O+ VISA:4916472862709066 
WEIGHT:215.2POUNDS(97.8KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’9”(174CENTIMETERS) GUID:F6447A5A-CE95-4C93-A044-F67D1F267813 GEOCOORDINATES:51.562503,-3.635051 SOFIAWHITE 25SEAFIELDPLACE FOURMILEBRIDGE LL658TU 
PHONE:07755866518 EMAILADDRESS:SOFIAWHITE@JOURRAPIDE.COM USERNAME:TREADEVENT PASSWORD:TA6RE7IE MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:GRIFFITHS BIRTHDAY:AUGUST18,1972(42YEARSOLD) VISA:4532706997586939 
EXPIRES:1/2016 CVV2811 NINO:SY972831D FAVORITECOLOR:ORANGE OCCUPATION:VIOLINREPAIRER COMPANY:AUTOPALACE WEBSITE:INSTALLWIFI.CO.UK VEHICLE:2010OPELCORSA UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z2193412366600120 
BLOODTYPE:A+ WEIGHT:159.9POUNDS(72.7KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’2”(158CENTIMETERS) GUID:BFB59FA5-D2AE-4435-B525-7E0AF9CA176F GEOCOORDINATES:52.951939,-4.36841 ADAJ.TOWNSEND 4933JOHNSONSTREET 
BENSON,NC27504 PHONE:919-902-6751 EMAILADDRESS:ADAJTOWNSEND@JOURRAPIDE.COM USERNAME:HISPOSSIOND70 PASSWORD:QUEUSHUU3D MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:BUFORD BIRTHDAY:JUNE30,1970(44YEARSOLD) 
MASTERCARD:5364702403839061 EXPIRES:9/2019 CVC2157 SSN:682-03-XXXX FAVORITECOLOR:GREEN OCCUPATION:PROMOTER COMPANY:AUTOPALACE WEBSITE:PATENTPANEL.COM VEHICLE:2000MAZDAPROTEGE 
UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z12E11W6408893653 BLOODTYPE:O- WEIGHT:140.6POUNDS(63.9KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:5’3”(159CENTIMETERS) GUID:CDBC08ED-08A7-4BCD-A120-9753FDA7AF81 GEOCOORDINATES:35.496711,-78.483533 
DANIELA.STARK 497POOHBEARLANE BOILINGSPRINGS,SC29349 PHONE:864-814-2840 EMAILADDRESS:DANIELASTARK@DAYREP.COM USERNAME:CAROO1995 PASSWORD:RAI4THID MOTHER’SMAIDENNAME:LEWANDOWSKI 
BIRTHDAY:MARCH2,1995(19YEARSOLD) MASTERCARD:5454685070306384 EXPIRES:12/2016 CVC2877 SSN:657-22-XXXX FAVORITECOLOR:PURPLE OCCUPATION:EXECUTIVEADMINISTRATIVEASSISTANT COMPANY:NICKERSONFARMS 
WEBSITE:CARDCRITERIA.COM VEHICLE:2005FORDC-MAX UPSTRACKINGNUMBER:1Z5667562212537685 BLOODTYPE:B+ WEIGHT:209.9POUNDS(95.4KILOGRAMS) HEIGHT:6’0”(182CENTIMETERS) GUID:A760AC91-8663-4663-9813-
B3CE4383FF8C G

http://www.zdnet.com/pictures/2014-in-security-the-biggest-hacks-leaks-and-data-breaches/
http://www.zdnet.com/pictures/2014-in-security-the-biggest-hacks-leaks-and-data-breaches/
http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/apple-fixes-hack-hole-on-with-firstever-pushed-update-on-mac-os-9942212.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/newsbeat/29581386
http://www.bbc.co.uk/newsbeat/29581386
http://www.wsj.com/articles/ups-warns-of-malware-intrusion-no-fraud-detected-1408567304
http://www.nypost.com/2014/12/15/sony-hack-hurts-more-than-stars-egos-brand-loyalty-takes-a-hit/
https://onedrive.live.com/embed?cid=8F3F77EE07A3CD26&resid=8F3F77EE07A3CD26!115&authkey=ABSdG6A889S3prE&em=2
https://onedrive.live.com/embed?cid=8F3F77EE07A3CD26&resid=8F3F77EE07A3CD26!115&authkey=ABSdG6A889S3prE&em=2
http://www.forbes.com/sites/niallmccarthy/2014/11/13/the-public-has-little-confidence-in-the-security-of-everyday-communication-channels-infographic/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/niallmccarthy/2014/11/13/the-public-has-little-confidence-in-the-security-of-everyday-communication-channels-infographic/
http://www.warc.com/Content/News/N33871_US_citizens_downbeat_on_privacy.content
http://onedrive.live.com/embed?cid=8F3F77EE07A3CD26&resid=8F3F77EE07A3CD26!115&authkey=ABSdG6A889S3prE&em=2
http://www.warc.com/LatestNews/News/Privacy_policy_throws_half_of_Americans.news?ID=33988
http://www.warc.com/LatestNews/News/Privacy_policy_throws_half_of_Americans.news?ID=33988
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In 2013, a survey by PR Newswire and 

PR News revealed that 76% of commu-

nications planners intended to use more 

visual storytelling in 2014, yet even today 

only 5% of PR budgets are dedicated to 

producing visual content. 

This lack of adoption provides innovative 

brands a competitive opening: visualis-

ation as a PR tool.

The consumer landscape is ever more 

saturated with marketing messages 

and earned media is still the holy 

grail as brands seek to participate in 

conversations and gain audience trust. 

In this setting, compelling images and 

visualisations are key to making stories 

stand out from the crowd. They provide 

not only quick audience consumption, but 

the all-important stimulus for people to 

actually share that message. Think of it as 

a prop around which it is easier for people 

to share opinion - it is your stimulus to 

drive earned media.

PR teams have always had to think about 

what an article would look like on a page 

before pitching, and this is more impor-

tant than ever. Thinking “what would it 

take for someone to publish this” before 

the content is produced will make it easier 

to sell in, gaining wider exposure and, 

ultimately, better results for clients. 

In 2015 brands will continue to grapple 

with this and must consider the questions 

of what will our audience share, and what 

will they say when doing so. 

Visualisations are 
key to making stories 
stand out from the 
crowd.

Emily  
Conrad-Pickles 
Communications Director

Antonia  
Fenwicke-Clennell 
PR Executive

The Visualisation of PR

http://www.prnewswire.com/knowledge-center/PR-Trends-for-2015-Focus-on-Visual-Storytelling.html
http://www.prnewswire.com/knowledge-center/PR-Trends-for-2015-Focus-on-Visual-Storytelling.html
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/study-less-than-5-of-overall-pr-budgets-are-devoted-to-visual-content-278652841.html
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/study-less-than-5-of-overall-pr-budgets-are-devoted-to-visual-content-278652841.html
http://visualization.geblogs.com/visualization/powering/
http://www.theguardian.com/media-network-outbrain-partner-zone/content-marketing-media-brands
http://www.theguardian.com/media-network-outbrain-partner-zone/content-marketing-media-brands
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2014 was the year that saw drones burst 

onto the scene. 2015? This will be the 

year we make sense of how to get the 

most out of them, whilst regulators worry 

about controlling them. 

The technology required for sustained 

flight has become more ubiquitous, 

drones have become more affordable, 

and as their ability to carry larger loads 

has increased so has their potential. DHL 

delivered medicine to an island in the 

North Sea, whilst permission has recently 

been granted to use drones to monitor oil 

pipelines, farms and construction sites. 

Drones give us a unique perspective 

on the world and access to places we 

otherwise wouldn’t be able to go; in doing 

so they will provide an array of business 

opportunities.

A benefit of drones that a wider number 

of businesses and brands will be able to 

utilise is in creative video work. 

We have the ability to turn smaller-scale 

productions into something that seem 

much larger, and their use in live broad-

casts will completely circumvent the 

normal jostling of the press crowd - it 

becomes less a matter of who has been 

given prime position in the press circle, 

rather ‘who is controlling that drone’. 

Innovative users will continue to astound 

us and provide some of the most powerful 

content in the coming year, and aerial 

shots will fast become not only the norm, 

but expected.

It becomes less a 
matter of who has 
been given prime 
position in the press 
circle, rather ‘who 
is controlling that 
drone?’

Oliver Clague 
TV Content Producer

An Aerial View

http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/sep/25/german-dhl-launches-first-commercial-drone-delivery-service
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/sep/25/german-dhl-launches-first-commercial-drone-delivery-service
http://www.fastcompany.com/3039719/more-real-estate-and-energy-drones-are-coming
http://www.fastcompany.com/3039719/more-real-estate-and-energy-drones-are-coming
http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/photography/video-chernobyl-disaster-city-captured-for-first-time-in-incredible-drone-footage-9890829.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/photography/video-chernobyl-disaster-city-captured-for-first-time-in-incredible-drone-footage-9890829.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0Ib9SwC7EI
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Assuming personal data trust issues 

prevalent in today’s society are overcome, 

the Internet of Things is poised to take 

off. Apple has a history of disrupting 

the technology market through making 

technology accessible and the Apple 

watch will soon be available with analysts 

believing the company is expecting to 

shift 30-40 million this year alone. 

Additionally in 2014 Ralph Lauren trialled 

its smart shirt at the US Open tennis 

tournament, giving weight to the sugges-

tion that brands carrying social currency 

are pushing wearable technology, and it 

will have a wider knock-on effect.  

Various figures have been thrown about 

regarding the ‘number of things’ con-

nected to the internet with Cisco claiming 

25 billion devices will be connected this 

year. That’s significantly over three times 

the number of people on the planet. 

A key benefit of the Internet of Things is 

supporting human planning and decision 

making. 

As it goes mainstream, consumers 

will start expecting ‘everything’ to be 

connected and more intelligent in the 

provision of information. We are entering 

the era of Ubiquitous Connection. 

Businesses that can adopt this mantra of 

creating a more intelligent offering will 

gain competitive advantage. Doing this 

will need a reversal of brand data flow, 

from pull to push, and companies that 

think along the lines of ‘what information 

can we give (push) to our customers to 

help their decision making and planning’ 

will be the ones who gain an advantage 

and will not have to play catch up.

As the Internet 
of Things goes 
mainstream 
consumers will  
start expecting 
‘everything’ to be 
connected.

Alex Rayner 
New Business Director

The Internet of Things 
Goes Mainstream

http://www.bgr.com/2014/11/20/apple-watch-sales-2015/
http://www.cnet.com/uk/news/ralph-lauren-high-tech-biometric-shirt-debuts-at-us-open/
http://share.cisco.com/internet-of-things.html
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A new era of applied artificial intelligence 

and machine learning is being ushered 

in where the vast benefits of immense 

networks of information can finally be 

leveraged.  

2014 saw Google purchase DeepMind 

for $400m, a company whose mission 

is simple, solve intelligence, whilst the 

world’s first family robot, JIBO, was 

successfully crowdfunded and is  

machine learning capable. 

Machine learning and artificial intelligence 

have been slowly seeping into our lives for 

a number of years. Google and Facebook 

algorithms are easily recognisable 

examples of this trend yet our phones 

best illustrate this shift. Smartphones 

have been learning how we type since 

their introduction, their voice assistants 

are seen by manufacturers as intelligent 

assistants and now they can become 

aware if they have been stolen. Machines 

are adapting to us everywhere.  

The leap forward is in the combined 

ability to digest huge datasets - seeing 

trends not always recognisable to human 

analysis - and then adapt to that informa-

tion accordingly.

Living in a constantly changing world, this 

capability will prove a watershed moment 

for our human relationship with technol-

ogy and brands in general. The ability to 

adapt without instruction will become the 

norm. 

This will prove a 
watershed moment 
for our human 
relationship with 
technology.

Wasiq Islam 
Chief Technology Officer

Adaptive Machines

http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/jan/27/google-acquires-uk-artificial-intelligence-startup-deepmind
http://www.cnet.com/uk/news/iphone-keyboard-learns-what-you-type-dynamically-resizes-key-hot-zones/
http://www.linkedin.com/jobs2/view/18905503
http://www.linkedin.com/jobs2/view/18905503
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2821937/Now-phone-KNOWS-s-stolen-App-learns-owner-s-movements-habits-recognise-thief-using-it.html
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Bespoke viewing experiences are devel-

oping at a fast pace and repackaging the 

delivery of content for users is the next 

frontier. 

Responsively designed websites that 

re-purpose themselves based on the 

device being used to view them are fast 

becoming standard practice. The ability to 

change the content served in adverts and 

newsfeeds by identifying the audience 

or user has been around for years. The 

next stage is combining both content and 

interface responsiveness to achieve truly 

bespoke experiences.   

The most apparent existing example 

of this comes from Google, which uses 

location, behaviour, browsing history 

and device identification to adapt its 

design as well as content served. When 

a user performs a search, Google takes 

these factors into account to determine 

which elements of its menu it will show, 

the arrangement of information, and 

what actual content to display in order 

to better suit the individual. Benefits of 

this contextual responsiveness include 

increased relevancy, emotive connection 

and reduced steps to conversion. 

Currently, to do something on the scale 

of Google takes significant resources, 

but this technology will become more 

accessible. Notably, last year a web build 

start-up named The Grid raised $4.6m. 

Their concept? An AI web builder able to 

intelligently produce a design based on 

the content you submit for display - a true 

indication that the era of the fully respon-

sive website will soon be upon us.

This technology might still feel a long way 

off the mainstream, but it is important 

that companies direct their focus onto 

being as responsive as possible in all 

digital delivery today, to provide the most 

relevant experience for their audience.

It is important that 
companies direct 
their focus onto 
being as responsive 
as possible.

Jacob King 
Designer

Contextual  
Responsiveness

http://www.google.co.uk/
http://techcrunch.com/2014/12/02/the-grid-raises-4-6m-for-its-intelligent-website-builder/
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